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United States Department of the Interior 
U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 

Westem Region, Geospatiallnfonnation Office 
345 Middlefield Road, MS:955 

Menlo Park, CA 94025-3591 

May 21,2009 

John Greenewald, Jr. 

REF:USGS-2009-00046 

Dear Mr. Greenewald: 

This is in response to your electronic Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated March 
10, 2009, in which you cited: 

• 	 "According to the UPI newswire, "Residents of Orange County, California , reported a 
mysterious shaking that experts said was not caused by an earthquake or space shuttle. 
Dozens of residents across the county reported the shaking, which they said mostly 
caused windows and doors to rattle, at about 9:15 a.m. Tuesday, a time that Edwards 
Air Force Base said did not l'ine up with any space shuttle activity, the Orange County 
Register reported Thursday. Bob Dollar, a seismologist at the U.S. Geological Survey, 
ruled out an earthquake as the cause of the shaking." 

You requested a copy of all documents relating to this incident, which includes records of 
earthquakes (if any exist) or any possible explanation/investigation into the event. To include all 
documents that may pertain to this request, which includes, but is not limited to, emails, letters, 
memos, reports, etc. 

We have completed our search, and the USGS has the following records that are responsive to 
your request. The cut off search date is March 19, 2009. This is the second and final batch of 
documents we are providing to you under this request, you should have received the first batch 
on April 8, 2009 via Federal Express. 

Of the located records, certain portions of these documents contain information that is protected 
from release by Exemption 2, and has been redacted from the copies of the records that are 
enclosed. The redactions are on pages 12, 14 and 19. 

The records that are responsive to your request include E-Mails between the USGS and the 
California Institute of Technology. The California Institute of Technology is a private entity and 
is not under any statue of Federal or State. . 

In this case the internal personnel rules and practices are the exclusive or primary concern of 
the California Institute of Technology. Consequently, the U.S. Geological Survey provided the 
California Institute of Technology with notice of the FOIA request and the opportunity to object 



to the release of the information. The California Institute of Technology has objected to the 
release of the information that exposes their internal personnel rules and practices. 
The California Institute of Technology made this objection on the basis that the release of 
information in the E-Mails could result in the alteration, loss, damage, or destruction of data 
contained in their computer systems. 

The California Institute of Technology asserted that the information contained in the documents 
are predominantly internal, and its disclosure significantly risks circumvention of their 
regulations or statues and any access by the general public is strictly barred. Exemption 2 
permits an agency to withhold internal personnel rules and practices of an agency, and the 
disclosure of which would allow circumvention of a statue or agency regulation, or impede the 
effectiveness of the agency's activities. 

After considering the objections of California Institute of Technology and reviewing the 
information at issue, the U.S. Geological Survey agrees with the California Institute of 
Technology and concludes that the information identified by the California Institute of 
Technology in the E-Mails as being internal personnel rules and practices of an agency is 
protected from public disclosure by Exemption 2 of FOIA (5 U.S.C. §552(b)(2)). 

In addition to myself, the decision to deny this request was made in consultation with Attorney 
Deborah Bardwick, Department of the Interior, the Office of the Solicitor, San Francisco Field 
Office. In accordance with 43 CFR §2.28(a) (2), you may appeal this denial to: 

Freedom of Information Act Appeals Officer 
U.S. Department of the Interior  
1849 C Street, NW  
MS-6556 MIB  
Washington, D.C. 20240  

Your appeal must be in writing and received no later than 30 workdays after the date of this 
letter or 30 workdays after the records have been made available. A copy of your original 
request and this denial letter should accompany the appeal as well as a brief statement of the 
reasons why you believe this initial decision to be in error. The appeal should be marked 
"FREEDOM OF INFORMATION APPEAL" both on the envelope and the face of the letter. 

The fee incurred in responding to your request is less than $30.00 and is not being charged in 
accordance with 43 CFR 2.16(b )(2). 

Should you have any questions, feel free to contact me at (650) 329-4035. 

Judy Cearley 
U.S. Geological Survey 
Western Region - FO IA Representative 
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Kate,  
The CIIM map is for felt reports at 9:30 PM in Orange County for the M2.2 event near Fontana at 9:30 AM this morning (12  
hours earlier).  

-8ob 

.. - '"  
. ,, ~ . 
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From: 'Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Subject: Fwd: Orange County Felt Reports  

Date: March 4,20095:52:58 AM PST  
To: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, ••••_  

Sorry, Mike for the extraneous e·mail. 

Bob, you hit the nail on the head. I did a newtrig this morning ... Sonics! 

. Kate 

....... •.. Forwarded message ••..•.... •  
From: .Kate Hutton <katehuUOn@gmaj!.com>  
Date: Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 5:33 AM  
Subject: Re: Orange County Felt Reports To: ____• __.... 

I'm gonna do a newtrig & see if I get anything. Kate 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 5:31 AM, Kate Hutton <katehuUOn@gmajlcom> wrote :  
. Oops. Sorry. Well, I was asleep at the time!  

, 'ate 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 12:22 AM, wrote : 
Kate, 
The CIIM map is for felt reports at 9:30 PM in Orange County for the M2.2 event near Fontana at 9:30 AM this 
morning (12 hours earlier) . 

·Bob 
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From: Kate Hutton  
Subject: sonies in Orange County last night  

Date: March 4.20096:08:19 AM PST  
To: Deborah Williams-Hedges Bob Dollar  

<dollar@gps.caltech.edu>. Hauksson <hauksson@gps.caltech.edu>  

Dollar & I got a few calls last night from the media about "earthquakes" felt in Orange County. We did not see any 
earthquakes, but we do see a prominent sonic boom at about 9:19 to 9:22 pm (depending on the exact location) last 
night in the area. 

Kate 

mailto:hauksson@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu


From: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: media contact: sonics in Orange County last night 

Date: March 4, 2009 9:30:50 AM PST 
To: Erik Pounders 
Cc: Dollar Bob Dollar Bob <dollar@usgs.gov>, Susan Hough E <hough@usgs.gov>, 

Given Doug <doug@usgs.gov>, Hutton Kate Hauksson 

Erik, 

with Robbins, twice last night 
between 23:20 & 23:45 local. 

Gary called me on my cell phone at 23:21. He was apologetic but 
sounded very frustrated and stressed due to no earthquakes on 
our web sites but hundreds of phone emails and twitter 
messages. 

Called Kate as duty seismo - woke her up. We both checked systems 
and events. We agreed that it was probably not an earthquake. 
Kate asked me to call back. 

Hundreds of shaking reports beginning about 21 :30 local. Felt by 
Gary personally. 

I found CIIM reports for Fontana event 12 hours earlier at 09:30 local. 
Reports started at 21 :30. 

Last night I concluded event was most likely a sonic based on the 
CIIM felt report pattern, the eye witness description of shaking and 
no detected in either timE! or space. 

This morning Kate confirmed looking at seismograms - apparent 
sonic at about 21 :19 to 21 :22. 

I also spoke with the CA OES watch stander iat 23:58 to advise them 
of the situation. They had not received any phone calls - luck for 
them. 

bob 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kate Hutton ..-k,,,'<>1'l1 

Date: March 4,20096:08:19 AM PST 
To: ksvitil@caltech.edu, Deborah Williams-Hedges <debwms@caltech.edu>, Bob Dollar 
Hauksson <hauksson@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: sanics in last night 

Bob Dollar & I got a few calls last night from the media about felt in Orange County. We did not see any 
earthquakes, but we do see a prominent sonic boom at about 9:19 to 9:22 pm (depending on the exact location) last night 
in the area. 

mailto:hauksson@gps.caltech.edu
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Kate 



From: Bob Dollar  
Subject: Re: sanies in Orange County last night  

Date: March 4, 2009 9:30:15 AM PST  
To: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Co: Dollar Bob <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>  

Kate, 

Is it possible to get a picture of the sonic time for example, 
in DRP format? Or even from Jiggle? 

I would like to have it for my gallery of events. 

bob 

mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:katehutton@gmail.com


From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: sanies in Orange County last night 

Date: March 4, 2009 9:40:42 AM PST 
To: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
# 3 Attachments, 1.0 MB ~_' C - Ir -=-SI::-"Cidc-es""'h-ow '

Here is a sampling from Jiggle. I would say it's coming from the S. I'd have to do another earlier newtrig to track it 
back to SD County. Maybe I'll try that. 

Kate 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 9:30 AM, Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech,edu> wrote: 
Kate, 

Is it possible to get a picture of the sonic time series, for example, 
in DRP format? Or even from Jiggle? 

I would like to have it for my gallery of events. 

bob 
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From: Susan E Hough <hough@usgs.gov> 
Subject: Re: media contact: sonics in Orange County last night 

Date: March 4, 2009 10:03:23 AM PST 
To: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
Cc: Erik Pounders <epounders@usgs.gov>, Dollar Bob <doliar@gps.caltech.edu>, Dollar Bob <dollar@usgs.gov>, 

Given <doug@usgs.gov>, Hutton Kale <kate@gps.caltech.edu>, Hauksson Egill 

Hi Bob, 
Thanks for the update. I didn't feel any rumblings, and had no idea that of this was going on until Ken brought it to my attention. 
It sounds like it would be helpful to put a note on the CISN page when booms are felt across the region? 
Sue 

-----Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> wrote: -----

To: Erik Pounders 
From: Bob Dollar <O'O"CIng.lgps.c,"m~cn 
Date: 03/04/2009 
cc: Dollar Bob <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> Given Doug 

Hutton Kate  
contact : sanies in Orange  

Erik, 

I spoke th Gary Robbins, Orange County Register twice last night 
between 23: 0 & 23:45 local. 

Gary called me on my cell phone at 23:21. He was apologetic but 
sounded very frustrated and stressed due to no earthquakes on 
our web sites but hundreds phone calls, emails and twitter 
messages. 

Called .Ka as duty seismo woke her We both checked s 
and events We agreed that it was probably not an earthquake. 
Kate asked me call Gary back. 

Hundreds of shaking reports beginning about 21:30 ocal. Felt by 
Gary personally. 

I CIIM reports for Fontana event 12 hours earlier at 09:30 ocal. 
Reports tarted at 21:30. 

Last night I concluded event most likel sonic based on the 
CIIM It report pattern, the eye witness description of shaking and 
no detected earthquakes nearby in ei time or space. 

Thi morning Kate confirmed by looking at seismograms rent 
sonic at about 21: 9 to 2 :22. 

I also spoke wi the CA OES watch stander at 23:58 advise them 
of the tuation. They had received any phone calls - luck for 
them. 

bob 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail. 

)0 
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Date: March , 2009 6:08:19 AM PST 
To: ksvitil@caltech.edu, Deborah Williams-Hedges 
<debwms@caltech.edu>, Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, Egill 
Hauksson <hauksson@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: sonies in Orange County last night 

Bob Dollar & I got a few ca s la ni from the media about 
"earthquakes" felt in Orange County. We did not see any earthquakes, 
but we do see a prominent sonic boom at about 9:19 9:22 pm 
(depending on the exact location) last night in the area. 

Kate 

mailto:hauksson@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:debwms@caltech.edu
mailto:ksvitil@caltech.edu


From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Subject: Re: media contact: sonics in Orange County last night 


Date: March 4, 2009 10:08:05 AM PST 
To: Susan E Hough <hough@usgs.gov> 
Cc: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech .edu>, Erik Pounders <epounders@usgs.gov>, Dollar Bob <dollar@usgs.gov>, 

Given Doug <dollg@usgs.gov>, Hulton Kate <kate@gps.caltech.edu>, Hauksson Egill  
<hauksson@gps.caltech.edu>, Benjamin WlI <bwu@gps.caltech.edu>, Scheckel Nick  
<nick@gps.caltech.edu>, Anthony Guarino <aguarino@gps.caltech.edu>  

Gi~PT7l)N ~~ 
Yes, I agree, I could have 
done it first thing this am, though, if I'd thought of it. Meanwhile, I'll send add the other Duty Setsmos to this e-mail reply , 
so they can be reminded to include you in anye-mails. 

Kate 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 10:03 AM, Susan E Hough <hoygh@ysgsgQY> wrote: 
Hi Bob, 
Thanks for the update . I didn't feel any rumblings, and had no idea that any of this was gOing on until Ken brought it to my 
attention. It sounds like it would be helpful to put a note on the CISN page when sonic booms are felt across the region ? 
Sue 

_no-Bob Dollar <dollar@gps caltech edy> wrote: _u _ _ 

To : Erik Pounders < epoynders@ysgs goy >  
From : Bob Dollar < dollar@gps.caltech.edy >  
Date: 03/ 04/2009 09:30AM  
cc: Dollar Bob < dollar@qps.caltech.edu> , Dollar Bob <dollar@ysgs.goy> , Susan Hough E < hoygb@ysgs.goy >, Given Doug 
< doug@usgs,gov>, Hutton Kate < kate@gps.ca1tech,edy >, Hauksson Egill < haykssgn@gps.caltecb edy> 
Subject: media contact: sonies in Orange County last night 

Eri k , 

I spoke wi th Gary Robb in s, Orang e Cou n ty Re g i ster t wi c e la st night 
bet wee n 23:20 & 23:45 loca l. 

Gary c alled me o n my ce ll pho n e a t 23 :21. He was apo l oget ic but 
so un ded v ery f r ustrated a n d stressed due to no e art h quakes o n 
our we b s i t e s bu t h undred s of ph o n e calls , e ma il s an d tw i tter 
messages . 

Ca ll ed Kate a s du t y se i smo - wo ke her up . We bot h ch eck e d systems 
' a n d even t s . We agreed that i t was probabl y not a n ear t hq ua ke. 
Kate aske d me to c all Gar y back . 

Hun dreds of sha ki ng r e ports beg i nn in g abo u t 21 : 30 l oca l. Fe l t by 
Gary p ersona ll y. 

I f ound CIIM repor ts f o r Fon ta na even t 12 hours ea rli er a t 09 : 30 l oca l. 

Repor ts started at 2 1: 30. 


Las t ni ght I co nc lu ded event was mos t li ke l y a sonic bas ed o n the 

CIIM fel t report pat te r n, th e eye wi tnes s des cri pt i on of s ha k in g an d 

n o d e tect ed ear th quakes nearb y i n eit her t i me or s pace . 


Thi s mo rni ng Kate con fi r med by l ook i ng a t se i s mograms - appa r en t 
son ic a t a bout 21:1 9 t o 2 1: 22 . 
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I Iso spoke with the CA OES watch stander at 23:58 to advise them 
the ituation. ?hey had not recelved phone call - luck for 

them. 

bob 

3egin forwarded message: 

From: Kate Hutton <katehuttoQ@gmail.com> 
Date: March 4, 2009 6:0 :19 AM PST 
To: ksvitil@ealtech.edu, Deborah 
<debwms@ealtech,edu>, Bob Dollar 
Hauksson <hauksson@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: sonies in Orange County last night 

Bob Dollar I got a few lIs last n from the media about 
"earthquakes· felt in Orange County. We did not see any earthquakes, 
but do see a prominent sonic boom at about 9:19 to 9:22 pm 
(depending on the exac loc ion) st night in the rea. 

Kate 

Wil 
, Egi11 

·~ 

.I / 
.. 
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From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail,com>  
Subject: Re: media contact: sonics in Orange County last night  

Date: March 4, 2009 10:10:32 AM PST 
To: Susan E Hough <hough@usgs.gov> 
Cc: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, Erik Pounders <epounders@usgs.gov>, Dollar Bob <doliar@usgs.gov>, 

Given Doug <doug @usgs.gov>, HuttoR Kate <kate@gps.caltech.edu>, Hauksson Egill  
<hauksson@gps.caltech.edu>, Benjamin Wu <bwu @gps.caltech.edu>, Scheckel Nick  
<nick@gps.caltech.edu>, Anthony Guarino <aguarino@gps.caltech.edu>  

Never mind, I was thinking of sesn.org. 

You are totally right. We should have updated eiso.org. Are the instructions for that on the Wiki? A link should be 
included in our checkl'ist .. . 

Kate 

On Wed, Mar 4,2009 at 10:08 AM, Kate Hutton wrote: t:-J(C::HPrIDN ~:;J.. 
Yes, I agree, I could have 
done it first thing this am, though, if I'd thought of it. Meanwhile, I'll send add the other Duty Seismos to this e-mail 
reply, so they can be reminded to include you in any e-mails. 

Kale 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 10:03 AM, Susan E Hough <hough@usgs.gov> wrote:  
Hi Bob,  
Thanks for the update. I didn't feel any rumblings, and had no idea that any of this was going on until Ken brought it to my  
attention. It sounds like it would be helpful to put a note on the CISN page when sonic booms are felt across the region?  
Sue 

-----Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> wrote: ___ u 

To: Erik Pounders < epoynders@ysgs.goy > 
From : Bob Dollar < dollar@cws.caltech.edy> 
Date : 03/04/ 2009 09:30AM 
cc: Dollar Bob < dollar@gps caltecb.edy > , Dollar Bob < dollar@ysgs goy>, Susan Hough E < bougb@ysgs.goy>, Given Doug 
< doug@usgs.gov>, Hutton Kate < kate@gps.caltecb.edu >, Hauksson Egitl < bauksson@gps caltecb edy > 
Subject: media contact: sonics in Orange County last nigbt 

Erik , 

I spoke wi t h Ga ry Robbi n s , Orange Cou n ty Reg iste r tw i ce last n i gh t 
bet ween 23:20 & 23 : 45 l oca l . 

Ga ry calle d me on my ce ll phon e at 23 : 2 1. He was ap o l oget i c bu t 
sou nded ve r y frustra t ed and st ressed du e t o no earthquake s on 
o u r web s it es bu t h undreds o f p h one ca ll s , ema il s and tw itte r 
messa ges. 

Ca ll ed Kate a s du t y sei smo - woke her up . We both c hec ke d sys tems 
an d event s . We agreed th a t i t was probably not an ear t hquake . 
Kat e asked me to cal l Gary bac k. 

Hundred s o f shaking r eports beginnin g a bou t 2 1:30 loca l . Fe l t by 
Gary per son a l ly . 

I f ou nd CI I M r eports fo r Fonta n a even ~ 12 hour s earli e r a t 09 : 30 l ocal. 
Report s s t ar t ed at 2 1: 30. 
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I 

Last night I concluded event was mo t likely a sonic based the 
CIIM felt report pattern, the eye w tness of shaking and 

detected earthquakes nearby in e 

This rning Ka confirmed by looking at seismograms - apparent 
sonic at about :19 to 21: 2. 

Iso spoke wi:;h the CA OES watch stander at 23:5 to advise :;hem 
the it They had not received any phone calls - luck for 

:;hem. 

bob 

Begin forwarded message: 

Kate Hutton <katebutton@gmail,com> 

rch 4, 200 6:08:19 AM PST 


, Egill 

Hauksson <haukssQn@gps,caltech,edl1> 

Subject: onics in Orange County ast gh:; 


Bob Dollar & I got a few calls last night from the media about 
"earthquakes" fe in Orange County, We did see any thquakes, 
bu:; we do a prominent sonic boom at about :19 9:2 pm 
(depending on the exact location) las night in the area, 

Ka 



From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Re: sonies in Orange County last night  

Date: March 4, 2009 10:16:03 AM PST  
To: Bob Dollar  

Bob; with the earlier IAJ""dOTI"WIT'''' I see it ashore al around Dana point, from the S or SSW. Kate 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 al 9:40 AM, Kate Hutton <~iWi!D.!.!Jtm!l.!Sl.Q.!IlWL&Q:r:n> wrote: 
Here is a from I would say it's I'd have to do another earlier newlrig to track it 
back to SD County. 1'lIlry thaI. 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 9:30 AM, Bob Dollar <g;QJ.!ill:.lill.gJ;1J.i,J;.aI1~l&!1Y.> wrote: 

Is it possible to get a picture of the sonic time series, for example,  
in DRP format? Or even from  

I would like to have it for my of events. 

mailto:katehutton@gmail.com
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From: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>  
Subject: Re: sanies in Orange County last night  

Date: March 4,200910:36 :01 AM PST  
To: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Cc: Dollar Bob <doliar@gps.caltech.edu>  
#1 Attachment, 106 KB I Save "' ) (~~S-lid-es-h-o-w-.' 

Kate, 

I agree. Here is the CIIM. Told Gary last night that 
it looked as if it started near Dana Point and went over 
Anaheim and Citrus. 

bob 

USGS Community Internet Intensity Map  
GREATER LOS ANGELES AREA, CALIFORNIA  

Mar 3 2009 09:30:55 UTC-8 34.1361 N 117.4683W M2.2 Depth: 2 km ID:ci1 0379597  
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From: Egill Hauksson <ehauksson@gmail.com>  
Subject: Re: media contact: sonies in Orange County last night  

Date: March 4,200910:39:42 AM PST  
To: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Cc: Susan E Hough <hough@usgs.gov>, Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, Erik Pounders  

<epounders@usgs.gov>, Dollar Bob <dollar@usgs.gov>, Given Doug <doug@usgs.gov>, Hutlon Kate 
cdtate@gps.caltech.edu>, Benjamin Wu <bwu@gps.caltech.edu>, Scheckel Nick <nick@gps.caltech.edu>, 
Anthony Guarino <aguarino@gps.caltech.edu> 

Reply-To: hauksson@gps.caltech.edu 

~ate, 

Only Peggy Hellweg or Doug Neuhauser can update CISN. We have no access, and that is why we maintain 
SCSN.org. 

Egill 

On Wed, Mar 4,2009 at 10:10 AM,Kate Hutton <katehyUon@gmajl com> wrote : 
Never mind, I was thinking of scsn,org. 

You are totally right. We should have updated cisn org. Are the instructions for that on the Wiki? A link should be 
included in our checklist ... 

Kate 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 10:08 AM, Kate Hutton <katehPucm@gmail CQm> wrote: 6;<c:J1P77ON -itcc;-. 
Yes, I agree, j I j I. I could have 
done it first thing this am, though, if I'd thought of it. Meanwhile, I'll send add the other Duty Seismos to this e-mail 
reply, so they can be reminded to include you in any e-mails. 

KCtte 

On Wed, Mar 4, 2009 at 10:03 AM, Susan E Hough <hough@ysgs goy> wrote:  
HI Bob;  
Thanks for the update . I didn't feel any rumblings, and had no idea that any of this was going on until Ken brought it to my 
attention. It sounds like it would be helpful to, put a note on the CISN page when sonic booms are felt across the region? 
Sue 

-----Bob Dollar <dollar@gps'caltecb,edu> wrote: -----

To: Erik Pounders <epounders@usgs,goy>  
From : Bob Dollar <do!!ar@gps'cattech,edu>  

. Date: 03/04/2009 09:30AM 

cc: Dollar Bob <dollar@gps caltgcb,edu>, Dollar Bob < do!!ar@usgs,gov>, Susan Hough E < bougb@usgs,90Y>, Given Doug 
<doyg@ysgs,gov>, Hutton Kate <katg@gps.caltecb,edy>, Hauksson Egill <bayksson@gps @Itech edy> 
Subject : media contact : so nics in Orange County last night 

Erik, 

I spoke with Gary Robbins, Orange County Register twice last night 

between 2 3:20 & 23:45 local, 


Gar y called me on my cell ph one at 23 :21 , He was apologeti c but 

sounded very f rustrated and stressed due t o no earthquakes on 


I I our web sites but hundreds of phone calls, emails an d twitter 

messages.
I II 
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Called ·Kate as duty seismo - woke her up. We both checked systems 

and events. We agreed that it was probably not an earthquake . 

Kat e asked me to call Gary back. 


Hundreds of shaking reports beginning about 21:30 local. Felt by 

Gary personally. 


I I found CIIM reports for Fontana event 12 hours earlier at 09:30 local. 
IReports started at 21:30. 

Last night I concluded event was most likely a sonic based on the 

CIIM felt report pattern, the eye witness description of shaking and 

no detected earthquakes nearby in either time or space. 


Th is morning Kate confirmed by looking at seismograms - apparent 

sonic at about 2 1:19 to 21:22. 


I also spoke with the CA OES watch stander at 23:58 to advise them 

of t he situation. They had not re c ei v ed any phone calls - luck for 

them . 


bob 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmaj1.com> 

Date: March 4, 2009 6:08:19 AM PST 

To: ksyl tl 1 @caltech.edu, Deborah Williams-Hedges 

<debwms@caltech.edJl>, Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, Egill 

Hauksson <hauksson@gps.caltech.edu > 

Subject: sonics in Orange County last night 


Be b Collar & I got a few calls last night from the media about 

"ea r t hquakes" felt in Or ange County. file did not see any earthquakes, 

but we do see a prominent sonic boom at about 9:19 to 9:22 pm 

(depending on the exac t lo c ation) last night in the area. 


Kat e 

mailto:hauksson@gps.caltech.edu
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From: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: sonic update to DC Register 

Date: March 4, 2009 11 :47:20 AM PST 
To: Robbins Gary <grobbins@ocregister.com> 
Cc: Dollar Bob <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 

Gary, 

This email is in response to your text message this morning from the 
jury room. 

This morning Kate Hutton- reviewed seismograms from the event last night. 

These data are consistent with a sonic event coming onshore near Dana 
Point and traveling northward inland. The energy travelled across our 
seismic sensor network at the velocity of a compressional wave in air 
rather than the velocity of a similar wave through the ground, which is 
much faster. There was no S phase. 

Additionally, the felt descriptions (doors & windows being rallied but no 
building shaking) is consistent with a compressional wave such as a 
sonic but with no shear wave which one would expect in an earthquake. 

(I have BCC'd this reply to other seismologists here, to protect email 
addresses.) 

bob 

mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
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From: 	Be!} Dollar <doliar@gps.caltech.edu>  
more media contacts  

Date: March 4. 20093:27:40 PM PST 
To: Erik Pounders <epounders@usgs.gov> 
Cc: Doflar Bob <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, Dollar Bob .....rl,')II"'YI1ilI 

Elaine Hogue 
Ch.7 
818.863.7600 

called apprx 15:00 

call from Golden 15:08 to 15:14 

call 
Mike Landa 
CBS 
714.979.1070 
on 	 interview about 15:17 to 15:20 

mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:epounders@usgs.gov
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From: Bruce W Presgrave <presgrave@usgs.gov> 
Subject: Southern California event Mar 03 at 11:30 UTC 

Date: March 4,20093:37:49 PM PST 
To: David J Wald <wald@usgs.gov>, Vince Quitoriano 
Cc: Dollar Bob <dollar@usgs.gov>, David H u;:,\,;:,.\,VV? John Bellini 

Donald L Blakeman <blakeman@usgs.gov> 

Hi Dave and 

Bob Dollar called us this afternoon to tell us that most if not all of the 
DYFI associated with event ci10379597 (March 03 at 17:30 
UTC--09:30 PST) are in fact a sonic boom which the military has confirmed 
is from military exercises off the coast, and about 12 hours later than 
the quake. Caltech located the boom at 05:19 UTC on March 04. In a 

,..,,,,,'/,,,,,,1:::1(11" of the felt for this event were about 12 
hours after this quake, Like a similar "event" in Monterey at 16:40 
UTe on March 4, this DYFI map shows a clear pattern of 
from off the coast. 

Bob, can you send Vince Quitoriano the coordinates of the sonic boom you 
located so we can re-associate the felt reports. 

David 0., this may be the "smoking gun" for the event! wrote you about up 
north earlier today. 

Best ''''''''<:I,ric> 
Bruce 

mailto:blakeman@usgs.gov
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From: John R Evans 
Re: sonic boom 

Date: March 4, 20094:29:02 PM PST 
To; Rich Davies David Oppenheimer _"nn,:>n(nlusgS.gov>, Bob Dollar 

<dollar@usgs.gov> 

Hi Rich, 

I know nothing. Are you drawing a parallel between the Co event and what you sensed in Scotts Valley? Please 
describe what you sensed. 

Sonic booms do on seismic nets and can be evaluated back to a ground track, but this is not done routinely, so 
far as I know. Indeed, one of our Pasadena sCientists some years back chastised by military folks for publishing such 
a result. As if Aviation Leak didn't get there ahead of us .... 

Hi David and Bob,  

Can either of you add anything?  

Cheers,  
John  

John R Evans  

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological 
345 Middlefield Rd, MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Laboratory 
U.S. 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque !\1M 87198-2010 
505·846·1793 

On 04 Mar 2009, at 4:19 PM, Rich Davies wrote: 

Have you folks plotted the "trajectory I ground motion" of the sonic boom? 

I heard/felt the "event" this AM at -9:15 in Scott 

*** .. <11** ** *** ****** **** *.. *** '" ** .. ** '" ** '* .. 

Richard Davies 



Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett CA 94035·0230 
www.westerndisastercenter.org 
davies@westerndisastercenter,org 
Tel: 650-776-5839 

http:www.westerndisastercenter.org


From: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>  
Subject: Re: Southern California event Mar 03 at 17:30 UTC  

Date: March 4,20096:02:34 PM PST 
To: Bruce W Presgrave 
Cc: David J Wald <wald@usgs.gov>, Vince Quitoriano David H Oppenheimer 

<oppen@usgs.gov>, John Bellini <bellini@usgs.gov>, Donald L Blakeman ...hll",I.-Arr,,,,n 

Hutton Kate Given Doug 

Vince, at. al., 

We don't attempt to locate sonics. 

I'd suggest using 
33.55 -117.80 
as a estimate for the pOint where the coast 
line was crossed (feet dry). 

Tomorrow we can work up a bit more 
accurate. But it is closer to a line source so I think the best 
we should expect is to identify the first station with signal. 

> sonic boom which the military has confirmed 
>is from military exercises off the coast 

you indicated that the military has claimed ownership. 
Did you talk to somebody? What is the source? To my 

nobody here has received confirmation from 
the Navy. I am as that it was probably 
a high (Not my words). 

So do we have a verifiable statement from the Navy? 

We will take a closer at the first station tomorrow. 

bob 

mailto:bellini@usgs.gov
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Cc: 

U.,<~.,.l~UV.c>, Hutton Kate 

From: Vince Quitoriano 
Re: Southern California event Mar 03 at 17:30 UTC 

Date: March 4,20096:12:15 PM PST 
To: BOODoHar 

David J Wald <wald@usgs.gov>, David H Oppenheimer 
John Bellini <bellini@usgs.gov>, Donald L Blakeman <blakeman@usgs.gov>, Dollar Bob 

Given Doug <doug@usgs.gov> 

I created two events (us2009_002 and us2009_003) to capture the 
(probable) sonic booms near LA and the Central California. 
Most but not all of the entries were transferred automatically; I will 
need to check the entries manually tomorrow. 

- Vince 

Bob Dollar wrote: 
Vince, et. aI.,  
We don't attempt to locate sonics.  
l'd suggest using  
33.55 -117.80 
as a starting estimate for the point where the coast 
line was crossed (feet dry). 
Tomorrow we can work up something a bit more 
accurate. But it is closer to a line source so I think the best 
we should expect is to identify the first station with 
> sonic boom which the military has confirmed 
>is from military exercises off the coast 
Bruce, you indicated that the military has claimed ownership. 
Did you talk to somebody? What is the source? To my 
knowledge, nobody here has received confirmation from 
the Navy. I am paraphrased as that it was probably 
a high speed jet. (Not my words), 
So do we have a verifiable statement from the Navy? 
We will take a closer at the first station tomorrow. 

mailto:doug@usgs.gov
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From: "David Oppenheimer" <oppen@usgs.gov> 
Subject: RE: sonic boom 

Date: March 4,20096:34:14 PM PST 
To: '''John R Evans'" <jrevans@usgs.gov>, "'Rich Davies'" <davies@westerndisastercenter.org>, "'Bob Dollar'" 

<dollar@usgs.gov> 
Reply-To: <oppen@usgs.gov> 

There were sanies in southern CA and in the Monterey area today. I can send more details if interested. 
We don't know what caused them, but we suspect the military. 

David Oppenheimer office:650.329.4792 
U.S. Geological Survey fax: 650.329.4732 
345 Middlefield Road.-MS 977 email: oppen@usgs.gov 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

From: John R Evans [mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2009 4:29 PM  
To: Rich Davies; David Oppenheimer; Bob Dollar  
Subject: Re: sonic boom  

Hi Rich, 

I know nothing. Are you drawing a parallel between the Orange Co event and what you sensed in Scotts 

Valley? Please describe what you sensed. 


Sonic booms do register on seismic nets and can be evaluated back to a ground track, but this is not 
done routinely, so far as I know. Indeed, one of our Pasadena scientists some years back 
got chastised by military folks for publishing such a result. As if Aviation Leak didn't get there ahead 
of us .... 

Hi David and Bob, 

Can either of you add anything? 

Cheers, 

John 


John R Evans 
jrevans@us~s.~oy 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield Rd, MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory 

mailto:jrevans@us~s.~oy
mailto:mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov
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Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

On 04 Mar 2009, at 19 PM, Rich wrote: 

Have you folks plotted / ground motion" of sonic boom? 

I see it was also occurring So Cal 
htt.p;//cbs2.comllocaIlQuake.Shake,Rattle,2,950567.html 

I heard/felt the "event" this AM at ~9:15 in Scott Valley 

************************************** 
Richard 
Western Disaster 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field, 

Tel: 650-776-5839 



From: Bruce W Presgrave 
Subject: Re: Southern California event Mar 03 at 17:30 UTC 

Date: March 4, 20097:09:16 PM PST 
To: Bea Dollar<dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
Cc: John Bellini <bellinj@usgs.gov>, Donald L Blakeman 

<dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, Dollar Bob Given Hulton Kate 
David H Oppenheimer <oppen@usgs.gov>, Vince Quitoriano <vinceq@usgs.gov>, 

David J Wald <wald@usgs.gov> 

Hi Bob, 

Hmmm ... I was told that *you* had received confirmation that it was from 
military exercises, and that *you* had obtained a location for the sonic 
source. Bummer. This would not be the first time that someone here has 
miSinterpreted what they heard on the telephone. Sorry 'bout that. 

In any case, all three California events in LA area, the other 2 in 
the Monterey certainly look like reports from offshore sonic 
booms (or offshore earthquakes). 

I think we're OK with the interpretation, but apparently it is not as  
"confirmed" as we had thought it was.  

Vince, I think if you add another "sonic boom?" event at 17:15 UTC on 
March 4, based on David Oppenheimer's email, I think it will associate 
well with nearly all the felts for the area event of 16:40 UTC 
(nc40232649). 

Thanks,  
Bruce  

From:  
Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>  
To:  
Bruce W Presgrave <presgrave@usgs.gov>  
Cc:  
David J Wald <wald@usgs.gov>, Vince Quitoriano <vinceq@usgs.gov>, David H  
Oppenheimer <oppen@usgs.gov>, John Bellini <bellini@usgs.gov>, Donald L  
Blakeman Dollar Bob <dollar@usgs.goY>, Hutton Kate  
<kate@gps.caltech.edu>, Given Dollar Bob  
<dollar@gps.caltech.edu>  
Date:  
03/05/2009 02:02 AM 
Subject:  
Re: Southern California event Mar 03 at 17:30 UTC  

Vince, et. aI., 

We don't attempt to locate sonies. 

mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
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lid suggest using 
33.55 -117.80 
as a starting estimate for the point where the coast 
line was crossed (feet dry). 

Tomorrow we can work up a bit more 
accurate. But it is closer to a line source so I think the best 
we should expect is to identify the first station with signal. 

Isonic boom which the military has confirmed 
is from military exercises off the coast 

Bruce, you indicated that the military has claimed ownership. 
Did you talk to somebody? What is the source? To my 
1£",,,,,1,,,11"0 nobody here has received confirmation from 
the Navy. I am as that it was probably 
a high (Not my words). 

So do we have a verifiable statement from the Navy? 

We will take a closer at the first station tomorrow. 

bob 



From: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: stations for sonic 20090304 0519z 

Date: March 5,20099:38:24 AM PST 
To: Hutton Kate 
Cc: Dollar Bob <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 

Here is the list of om,Slbile stations for sonic 20090304 0519z. 

SOD 
KML 
STG 
LLS 
FMP 
STS 
LBW1,2 
BRE 
SRN 
OLi 
PSR 

First station would be And anything you think appropriate. 

bob 

mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
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From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com> 
Subject: here are your picks 

Date: March 5, 20099:38:49 AM PST 
To: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
111 Attachment, 1.9 KB ( Save or ! 

DC sonic picks txt ~ 

mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
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evid date time lat Ion z mag mt et who em vm ver 10379705 Mar 04,200905:19:21.91 33.0000 -118.0000 
0.0 0.00 Mn sn njs CI 02 1 
KML CI ZEHZ eP 2200903040518 2447 0 0 o 674 9 
SDD CI ZHHZ eP 22009030405182838-999106 o 69060 27 774 
LLS CI ZHHZ eP 22009030405184899-999106 o 76360 3 151 
STC CI ZHHZ iPU 1200903040518 5199-999159 o 76960 16 430 
SAN C! ZEHZ eP 2200903040518 5808-999106 o 79060 7 132 
BRE CI ZHHZ eP 2200903040519 2686-999106 o 89860 1 254 
SRN CI ZHHZ eP 2200903040519 4266 487106 o 94260 11 182 
PLS CI ZHHZ eP 22009030405194636834106 o 95660 22 241 
FUL CI ZEHZ eP 2200903040519 51601333106 o 972 60 4 130 
OLi CI ZHHZ eP 220090304052012943338106 o 105460 3 151 
RHC CI ZEHZ eP 2200903040520 2768 0 0 o 1113 359 
WLT CI ZHHZ eP 2200903040520 33585291103 o 112360 2 181 
CHN CI ZHHZ eP 2200903040520 42356127 97 o 114960 14 163 
RUS CI ZHHZ eP 3200903040520 42876146 48 o 117160 356 174 
MLS CI ZHHZ eP 3200903040520 52337062 43 o 118960 19 29 

http:04,200905:19:21.91


From: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.callech.edu>  
Subject: Re: here are your picks  

Date: March 5, 2009 10:21 :16 AM PST  
To: Kale Hulton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Cc: Dollar Bob .--r1l"'ill:::lr(Q) 

Kate,  

Thanks.  

Does KML have the first energy or just the first pickable energy?  

I think I have most of the time correctly, for the seconds.  
In ISO date-time format:  

KML.CI.ZEHZ eP 2 2009-03-04T05:18: 2447 0 0  
SDD.CI.ZHHZ eP 2 2009-03-04T05:18: 2838-999106 
LLS.CI.ZHHZ eP 2 2009-03-04T05:18: 4899-999106 

I am for example. that 2447 is 24.47 seconds at KML. Does 
that look right?  

Any idea what the "0 0" or equivalently "-999106" 


Unless you know. I am going to ask Allan to explain it to me.  

Thanks this works.  

bob  

3 
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From: K-ate -Hutton <katehulton@gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: here are your picks 

Date: March 5, 2009 10:33:46 AM PST 
To: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
# 1 Attachment, 5.0 MB ( Save . ) 

Here is a different view, that should make the times clear.  

DPP & SOL may have had something, but they have other noise disturbances as well, so I don't trust it. If you want  
to see it in Jiggle, come on over.  

-K<ate  

On Thu, Mar 5,2009 at 10:21 AM, Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> wrote:  
Kate,  

Thanks.  

Does KML have the first energy or just the first pickable energy ?  

I think I have parsed most of the time correctly, except for the seconds.  
In ISO date-time format:  

KML.CI.ZEHZ eP 2 2009-03-04T05:118: 2447 0 0  
SDD.CI,ZHHZ eP 2 2009-03-04T05:18: 2838-999106  
LLS.CI.ZHHZ eP 2 2009-03-04T05:18: 4899-999106  

I am guessing, for example, that 2447 is 24.47 seconds at KML. Does  
that look right?  

Any idea what the "00" or equivalently "-999106" represents ?  

Unless you know, I am going to ask Allan to explain it to me.  

Thanks again, I hope this works.  

bob 
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From: John R Evans 
Re: sonic boom 

Date: March 5, 2009 10:49:45 AM PST 
To: Bob Dollar David Oppenheimer 

Hi All, 

Interesting discussion. I've also seen something in BSSA a few years back about locating boom tracks. we 
should add this to the routine 

Given Aviation Leak summaries of "donuts on a rope" high-altitude trails left by producing a very deep rumble 
rather than a boom (they it is a ducted (thus pulsed) rocket driving hypersonic waverider (puts the shock 
beneath the to trade drag for lift) -- a possible successor 10 the SR -71 Blackbird/Habu) there is certainly a 
strong possibility correlation with Groom Lake. This aircraft has been seen in several locations in the southwest in the 
last decade and may be associated with call "Dark Star" overheard in Texas and the (probably planted) project 
name Aurora. 

the DOD would be quite annoyed with us but that Aviation Leak might even provide a bit of seed money if we 
wanted to pursue that addition to our processing. 

Note thaI another source of sonics is large meteors, bollides (meteors that break up). I got a very 
of thai at the one and only shot I ever witnessed, in hills above Calaveras Res many ages ago. Brilliant flash and 
persistant, trail several minutes before shot time and boom a few seconds before shot time (transit 
crudely consistent with 70-100 km altitude) .. we thought the shot had gone The 100 were 
probably running -- nice study if those data could be located. We might be able to estimate impact locations which is of 
interests to planetary scientists and the public. 

Boom tracks on <http://quake.usgs.gov!recenteqslfalesf hIm> -- way cool. 

John 

John R Evans 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological 
345 Middlefield Rd, 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Laboratory 
U.S. Geological Survey 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

On 05 Mar 2009, at 7:36 AM, Rich Davies wrote: 

http://quake.usgs.gov!recenteqslfalesf


... 1 was thinking of the work a few years back 

Tel: 650-776-5839 

From: John R Evans lmii!.U1£U.1:mt:m:J.!:uai~g.§.gQl£j 
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2009 4:29 PM 
To: Rich Davies; David Oppenheimer; Bob Dollar 

Re: sonic boom 

Hi Rich, 

I know nothing. Are you drawing a parallel between the Orange Co event and what you sensed in Scotts Valley? 
Please describe what you sensed. 

on seismic nets and can be evaluated back to a ground track, but this is not done routinely, so 
far as I know. one of our Pasadena scientists some years back got chastised by military folks for publishing 
such a result. As if Aviation Leak didn't get there ahead of us ..... 

Hi David and 

Can either of you add anything? 
Cheers, 
John 

John R Evans 

SoCal folks who said had a correlation of sonic booms and 
activity at Groom Lake I Area 51 

I heard/felt the 9:15AM "boom"yesterday ... was sitting at the computer and figured it was a mini prelly much 
under the house .. but nothing on-line ... also there was no abrupt "boom" 

*""* ***." "'If '* .. '* * *** '* *",,**** '* ** *",,",,* '* '* ***"* * '* '* 
Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-0230 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological 
345 Middlefield Rd, 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

U.S. Geological 

Intermittently in MllJUUl..t:o: 

Albuquerque SellsITlolc)gi(;a 

P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 



On 04 Mar 2009, at 4:19 PM, Rich Davies wrote: 

Have you folks plotted the "trajectory / ground motion" of the sonic boom? 

I see it was also occurring in So Cal last evening. 
http://cbs2.comliocaI/Quake.Shake.Rattle.2. 950567. html 

I heard/felt the "event" this AM at -9:15 in Scott Valley 

Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field , CA 94035-0230 
www. weste rndi sastercenter. 0 rg 
dayjes@wes\erndisastercenter.ora 
Tel: 650-776-5839 

mailto:dayjes@wes\erndisastercenter.ora
http://cbs2.comliocaI/Quake.Shake.Rattle.2


From: Beb-Doflar  
Subject: Re: here are your picks  

Date: March 5, 2009 11 :19:03 AM PST 
To: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com> 
Cc: DGHarBob 

Thanks. That really helps. 

I am on my way over, but first I am forwarding to you 
a Menlo email on the sonic. 

bob 

41 

mailto:katehutton@gmail.com


of correlation with Groom Lake. 

From: Bee Q91jar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: Fwd from Menlo: sonic boom 

Date: March 5, 2009 11 :20:52 AM PST 
To: Hutton Kate 
Cc: Dollar Bob 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: John R Evans c!riP\I<ln 

Date: March 5, 200910:49:45 AM PST 
To: Rich Davies Bob Dollar /rI,rI' "'IYfaJ U<>'-'<>.L/U David 
<oppen@usgs.gov> 
Subject: Re: sonic boom 

Hi All,  

Interesting discussion. I've also seen ct",no·thi,,,, in BSSA a few years back about locating boom tracks. Perhaps we  
should add this to the routine 

Given Aviation Leak summaries of "donuts on a high-altitude trails left by something producing a very deep rumble 
it is a ducted (thus pulsed) rocket driving hypersonic waverider (puts the shock 

for lift) -- a possible successor to the SR-71 Blackbird/Habu) there is certainly a 
This aircraft has been seen in several locations in the southwest in the 

last decade and may be associated with call sign "Dark Star" overheard in Texas and the (probably planted) project name 
Aurora. 

OU"I-ICvl the DOD would be annoyed with us but that Aviation Leak even provide a bit of seed money if we 
wanted to pursue that addition to our processing. 

Note that another source of sonics is meteors, generally bollides (meteors that break up). a very good sample 
of that at the one and only shot I ever witnessed, in the hills above Calaveras Res many ages ago. Brilliant flash and 
persistant, scintillating trail several minutes before shot time and large boom a few seconds before shot time (tranSit 
crudely consistent with 70-100 km altitude) we thought the shot had gone The 100 were 
probably running -- nice study if those data could be located. We might be able to estimate impact locations which is of 
interests to planetary scientists and the 

Boom tracks on <http://quake.usgs.gov/recenteqs/latest.htm> -- way cool. 

Cheers, 
John 

John R Evans 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield Rd, MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in 

http://quake.usgs.gov/recenteqs/latest.htm
mailto:oppen@usgs.gov
mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu


Albuquerque Laboratory 
U.S. Geological Survey 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

On 05 Mar 2009, at 7:36 AM, Rich Davies wrote: 

http://www.santacfuzsentinel.com/localnewslcL11840107 

Yep .. .1 was thinking of the work a few years back by SoCal folks who said they had a correlation of sonic booms and 
activity at Groom lake I Area 51 

I heard/felt the 9:15AM "boom~yesterday ... was sitting at the computer and figured it was a mini quake pretty much 
under the house ... but nothing on-line ... also there really was no shaking just abrupt "boom~ 

********************.*.*************** 
Richard Davies  
Western Disaster Center  
NASA Research Park  
PO Box 230  
Moffett Field, CA 94035-0230  
www.westerndisastercenter.org  

Tel: 650-776-5839  
From: John R Evans [mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov]  
Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 20094:29 PM  
To: Rich Davies; David Oppenheimer; Bob Dollar  
Subject: Re: sonic boom  

Hi Rich,  

I know nothing. Are you drawing a between the n ..,~,.~ Co event and what you sensed in Scotts Valley? Please  
describe what you sensed.  

Sonic booms do on seismic nets and can be evaluated back to a ground track, but this is not done routinely, so  
far as I know. Indeed, one of our Pasadena scientists some years back got chastised by military folks for publishing  
such a result. As if Aviation leak didn't get there ahead of us .....  

Hi David and Bob,  

Can either of you add anything?  
Cheers,  
John  

mailto:mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov
http:www.westerndisastercenter.org
http://www.santacfuzsentinel.com/localnewslcL11840107


John R Evans 
jrevans@usgs.gov 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield Rd, MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory 
U.S. Geological 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

On 04 Mar 2009, at 4:19 PM, Rich Davies wrote: 

Have you folks plotted the "trajectory / ground motion" of the sonic boom? 

I see it was also occurring in So Cal last evening. 
http://cbs2.comliocaIlQuake.Shake.Rattle.2.950567.html 

I heard/felt the "event" this AM at -9:15 in Scott Valley 

************************************** 
Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett CA 94035-0230 
www.westerndisastercenter.org 
davies@westerndisastercenter.org 
Tel: 650-776-5839 

mailto:davies@westerndisastercenter.org
http:www.westerndisastercenter.org
http://cbs2.comliocaIlQuake.Shake.Rattle.2.950567.html
mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov


from: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com>  
Subject: Re: Fwd from Menlo: sonic boom  

Date: March 5, 2009 11 :22:44 AM PST  
To: Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>  

Bob -

I' don't think that is what this event looks like. The wave packet is relatively short, indicating to me a "boom" rather than a 
rumble (contrary to the felt reports). 

Kate 

On Thu, Mar 5, 2009 at 11 :20 AM, Bob Dollar <dollar@gps.caijech.edu> wrote : 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: John R Evans <jrevans@usgs gov>  
Date : March 5, 2009 10:49:45 AM PST  
To: Rich Davies <davies@westerndjsastercenter.org>, Bob Dollar <dollar@usgs goy>, David Oppenheimer  
<oppen@usgs.qov>  
Subject: Re: sonic boom  

Hi All, 

Interesting discussion. I've also seen something in BSSA a few years back about locating boom tracks. Perhaps we 
should add this to the routine processing? 

Given Aviation Leak summaries of "donuts on a rope" high-altitude trails left by something producing a very deep 
rumble rather than a boom (they speculate it is a ducted (thus pulsed) rocket driving hypersonic waverider (puts the 
shock beneath the leading edge to trade drag for lift) -- a possible successor to the SR-71 Blackbird/Habu) there is 
certainly a strong possibility of correlation with Groom Lake . This aircraft has been seen in several locations in the 
southwest in the last decade and may be associated with call sign "Dark Star" overheard in Texas and the (probably 
planted) project name Aurora. 

Suspect the DOD would be quite annoyed with us but that Aviation Leak might even provide a bit of seed money if we 
wanted to pursue that addition to our processing . 

Note that another source of sonics is large meteors, generally bollides (meteors that break up) . I got a very good 
sample of that at the one and only shot I ever witnessed, in the hills above Calaveras Res many ages ago. Brilliant 
flash and persistant, scintillating trail several minutes before shot time and large boom a few seconds before shot time 
(transit crudely consistent with 70-100 km altitude) -- we thought the shot had gone prematurely. The 100 "Healy-
corders" were probably running -- nice study it those data could be located. We might be able to estimate impact 
locations which is of interests to planetary scientists and the public. 

Boom tracks on <hUp'ijguake usgs.goy/recentegs/Jatesthtm> -- way cool. 

Cheers, 
John 

John R Evans 
jreyans@usgs,goy 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological Survey  
345 Middlefield Rd, MS-977  

mailto:oppen@usgs.qov
mailto:davies@westerndjsastercenter.org
mailto:dollar@gps.caijech.edu
mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:katehutton@gmail.com


Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 

U.S. Geological Survey 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198·2010 
505-846-1793 

On 05 Mar 2009, at 7:36 AM, Rich Davies wrote: 

Yep ... 1was thinking of the work a few years back by SoCai folks who said they had a correlation of sonic booms 
and activity at Groom Lake / Area 51 

I heard/felt the 9:15AM 
under the house .. but nothing on-line 

... was sitting at the computer 
. also there was no 

and figured it was a mini quake 
just abrupt "boom" 

much 

Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett 

From: John R Evans [mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov]  
Sent: March 04, 2009 4:29 PM  
To: Rich Davies; David Oppenheimer; Bob Dollar  
Subject: Re: sonic boom  

Hi Rich,  

I know Are you a parallel between the Co event and what you sensed in Scotts VaHey?  
Please describe what you  

Sonic booms do on seismic nets and can be evaluated back to a ground track, but this is not done routinely,  
so far as I know. Indeed, one of our Pasadena scientists some years back got chastised by military folks for  
publishing such a result. As if Aviation Leak didn't get there ahead of us .....  

Hi David and Bob,  

Can either of you add anything?  
Cheers,  
John  

mailto:mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov


John R Evans 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory 
U.S. Geological 
P.O. BOl( 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

On 04 Mar 2009, at 4:19 PM, Rich Davies wrote: 

Have you folks plotted the "trajectory / ground motion" of the sonic boom? 

I see it was also 

I heard/felt the "event" this AM at ~9:15 in Scott Valley 

Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO BOl( 230 
MoHett Field, CA 94035-0230 

-) 
I 
I 



From: Kate Hutton 
Subject: Re: Fwd from Menlo: sonic boom  

Date: March 5, 2009 11 :23:33 AM PST  
To: Bob Dollar <doliar@gps.caitech.edu>  

The paper in BSSA was by someone from UW. If you me a minute, I can dig up the reference.  

Kate  

On Thu, Mar 5, 2009 at 11 :22 AM, Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmaILcQm> wrote:  
Bob -

I don't think that is what this event looks like. The wave packet is relatively short, indicating to me a "boom" rather than 
a rumble (contrary to the felt reports). 

On Thu, Mar 5, 2009 at 11 :20 AM, Bob Dollar <&!.!;maJ:!.l£.w:2l~i!t.e;~~I> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: John R Evans <JI;~~~!.W.Il§..!W2.l'> 

Date: March 5, 2009  

Bob Dollar <~i.I.!.!.!i~~~illl!£>, David Oppenheimer  To: Rich Davies <J1Ill!.i;e§.l~~~o.Ql~!1W~o.tf.!L..Q.(Q> 

Hi All, 

Interesting discussion. I've also seen something In BSSA a few years back about If""'"nr,,., boom tracks. 
should add this to the routine processing? 

Given Aviation Leak summaries of "donuts on a rope" high-altitude trails left by something producing a very deep 
rumble rather than a boom (they speculate it is a ducted (thus rocket driving hypersonic waverider (puts the 
shock beneath the to trade drag for lift) a successor to the SR-71 Blackbird/Habu) there is 
certainly a strong possibility of correlation with Groom Lake. This aircraft has been seen in several locations in the 
southwest in the last decade and may be associated with call "Dark Star" overheard in Texas and the (probably 
planted) project name Aurora. 

the DOD would be quite annoyed with us but that Aviation Leak might even provide a bit of seed money if 
we wanted to pursue that addition to our processing. 

Note that another source of sonics is large meteors, generally bollides (meteors that break up). I got a very good 
of that at the one and only shot I ever witnessed, in the hills above Calaveras Res many ages ago. Brilliant 

flash and persistant, scintillating trail several minutes before shot time and boom a few seconds before shot time 
(transit crudely consistent with 70-100 km altitude) -- we thought the shot gone prematurely. The 100 "Healy-
corders" were probably running -- nice study if those data could be located. We might be able to estimate impact 
locations which is of interests to planetary scientists and the public. 

we 

way cool. 

Cheers, 
John 

John R Evans 

mailto:doliar@gps.caitech.edu


irevans@usgs,ggy 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U,S, Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield Rd, MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque; 
Albuquerque Laboratory 
U.S. Geological Survey 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

On 05 Mar 2009, at 7:36 AM, Rich Davies wrote: 

... 1 was thinking of the work a few years back by SoGal folks who said they had a correlation of soniC booms 
and activity at Groom Lake! Area 51 

I heard/felt the 9:15AM "boom"yesterday ... was at the computer and figured it was a mini quake pretty much 
under the house ... but nothing on-line ... also there really was no shaking abrupt "boom" 

Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Genter 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-0230 

Tel: 650-776-5839 

March 04, 20094:29 PM 
From: John R Evans 
Sent: 
To: Rich Davies; David Oppenheimer; Bob Dollar 

Re: sonic boom 

Hi Rich, 

I know nothing. Are you drawing a parallel between the Go event and what you sensed in Scotts 
Please describe what you sensed. 

Sonic booms do on seismic nets and can be evaluated back to a track, but this is not done 
routinely, so far as I know. Indeed, one of our Pasadena scientists some years back chastised by military folks 
for publishing such a result. As if Aviation Leak didn't there ahead of us ..... 

Hi David and 



Can either of you add anything? 

John 

John R Evans 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in 
Albuquerque 
U.S. Survey 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

On 04 Mar 2009, at 4:19PM, Rich Davies wrote: 

Have you folks plotted the """.",,,,,, .. / ground motion" of the sonic boom ? 

I heard/felt the "event" this AM at ~9:15 in Scott Valley 

'* *** *** ****** *' ** ** ** ** *** '* *** ***** *** '* 
Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-0230 
www.westerndjsastercenter.ora 
davies@westerndisasterceoter.O[<;I 
Tel: 650-776-5839 

mailto:davies@westerndisasterceoter.O[<;I
www.westerndjsastercenter.ora


From: "David Oppenheimer" <oppen@usgs.gov> 
Subject: RE: sonic boom 

Date: March 5,20093:21 :59 PM PST 
To: "'John R Evans'" <jrevans@usgs.gov>, "'Rich Davies'" <davies@westerndisastercenter.org>, '''Bob Dollar'" 

<dollar@usgs.gov> 
Reply-To: <oppen@usgs.gov> 

#1 Attachment, 11.5 KB 

CISN software can tag triggers as sonics, but our location software assumes seismic velocities, so it  
would not provide a location.  

Developing a locator for sonics is feasible, but as a practical matter, it's unlikely to rise to the top of  
anyone's overflowing list.  

As a point of interest, sonics are also generated by, sadly, space shuttles that are p.lummeting to earth.  
See attached for the Columbia, which is a  
contour map of observed arrival times of its sonic boom. Contour interval is 10 s. Open circles depict  
.Iocations of seismic stations recording the sonic boom.  

-David  

David Oppenheimer o ffice:650.329.4792 
U.S. Geological Survey fa x : 650.329.4732 
345 Middlefield Road.-MS 977 email: oppen@usgs.gov 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

From: John R Evans [mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov] 
Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 10:50 AM 
To: Rich Davies; Bob Dollar; David Oppenheimer 
Subject: Re: sonic boom 

Hi All, 

Interesting discussion. I've also seen something in BSSA a few years back about locating boom tracks. 
Perhaps we should add this to the routine processing? 

Given Aviation Leak summaries of "donuts on a rope" high-altitude trails left by something producing a 
very deep rumble rather than a boom (they speculate it is a ducted (thus pulsed) rocket driving hypersonic 
waverider (puts the shock beneath the leading edge to trade drag for lift) -- a possible successor to the SR
71 Blackbird/Habu) there is certainly a strong possibility of correlation with Groom Lake. This aircraft has 
been seen in several locations in the southwest in the ,last decade and may be associated with call sign 
"Dark Star" overheard in Texas and the (probably planted) project name Aurora. 

Suspect the DOD would be quite annoyed with us but that Aviation Leak might even provide a bit of seed 
money if we wanted to pursue that addition to our processing. 

Note that another source of sonics is large meteors, generally bollides (meteors that break up). I got a very 
good sample of that at the one and only shot I ever witnessed, in the hills above Calaveras Res many ages 
ago. Brilliant flash and persistant, scintillating trail several minutes before shot time and large boom a few 

< I J , 

mailto:mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov
mailto:oppen@usgs.gov
mailto:dollar@usgs.gov
mailto:davies@westerndisastercenter.org
mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov
mailto:oppen@usgs.gov


seconds shot time (transit with 70-100 km altitude) -- we thought the 
gone prematurely. 100 "Healy-corders" were probably running -- study if those data could be 
located. We might able to impact locations which is to and the 

Boom on way cool. 

Cheers, 
John 

John R Evans 

Usually in Menlo 

345 Middlefield Rd, MS 
U.S. 'Uv'UIUl".lL,Q,' 

Park 
650-329-4753 

lntennittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Seismological 
U.S. Geological Survey 

Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1 

On 05 Mar 2009, at 7:36 AM, Rich Davies wrote: 

of the work a few years back by folks said they had a of 
activity at Groom / Area 51 

1 heard/felt 9:15AM """'ot",,rrl<l," ••• was sitting at computer figured it was a mini quake 
pretty nothing ... also really was no abrupt "boom" 

************************************** 
Richard Davies 
Western Center 



NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-0230 
www westemdisastercenter or~ 
dSlVies@westemdisastercenter or~ 
Tel: 650-776-5839 

From: John R Evans [mailto:jreyans@us2s 20v] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 04, 2009 4:29 PM 

To: Rich Davies; David Oppenheimer; Bob Dollar 

Subject: Re: sonic boom 


Hi Rich, 


I know nothing. Are you drawing a parallel between the Orange Co event and what you sensed 

in Scotts Valley? Please describe what you sensed. 


Sonic booms do register on seismic nets and can be evaluated back to a ground track, but this is not done 

routinely, so far as I know. Indeed, one of our Pasadena scientists some years back got chastised by 

military folks for publishing such a result. As if Aviation Leak didn't get there ahead of us ... .. 


Hi David and Bob, 


Can either of you add anything? 

Cheers, 

John 


John R Evans 

ireyans@us2s ~oy 


Usually in Menlo Park: 

U.S. Geological Survey 
345 Middlefield Rd, MS-977 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory 
U.S. Geological Survey 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846-1793 

mailto:jreyans@us2s


On 04 Mar 2009, at 4: 19 PM, Rich Davies wrote: 

Have you plotted the / of boom? 

I see it was occurring Cal last 
http://cbs2.com/local/Ouake.Shake,Rattle.2,95Q567.html 

I heard/felt AM at ~9:15 in Scott Valley 

************************************** 
Richard Davies 

NASA Research Park 
PO 230 

41]' 
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From: Bob Dollar 
Re: sonic boom 

Date: March 5, 2009 3:57:27 PM PST 
To: 

Rich Davies <davies@westerndisastercenter.org>, Dollar Bob . 
Dollar Bob .... t"!,"II""{('J) 

Cc: 

David, John, Rich, 

Kate tried to do something like this with the 2000 bollide over the eastern Sierra 
with only very limited success. However. our recent look better. She has 
picked the very clear arrivals. I will attempt to work Ihese up this If I 
get any pretty pictures, I'll pass them along. 

My current is that we had two which broke left and as 
they approached the Chino Hills from the south. 

We get very good signals when the shuttle lands at Edwards. 

Lastly, I thought I was done with this event about night. Its 
just a sonic after all. No idea would still be talking about it two days later. 

bob 

mailto:davies@westerndisastercenter.org


----- - ----------------------

From: "Rich Davies" <davies@westerndisastercenter.org>  
Subject: RE: sonic boom  

Date: March 5, 2009 6:08:10 PM PST  
To: '''Bob Dollar'" <dollar@gps.caltech.edu>, <oppen@usgs.gov>  
Cc: "'John R Evans'" <jrevans@usgs.gov>, "'Dollar Bob'" <dollar@usgs.gov>  

Reply-To: <davies@westerndisastercenter.org> 

I'm VERY interested in the bolide issue ... I've been invited to brief at 
both the 2004 and 2007 Planetary Defense Conferences ... I will not be 
attending the 2009 conference in Spain next month ._. tried in vain to 
organize a 100 yr event for Tunguska to raise public awareness (a lesson I 
learned from 1906/2006 EO events that you folks did). 

There is a real need to better categorize things in that world 

I also spent one summer working at NASA Dryden at Edwards AFB on the YF-12A 
the fighter version of the SR-71 .. _ 

In reading the articles it seems that both the Orange county and Santa Cruz 
incidents were at about the "same time" ... simple timing comparisons could 
provide rough average speed .,. 400-500 miles in a few minutes is going 
pretty fast .. , 

I was at my home office in Scotts Valley and observed the event first hand 

RichD 

* ** * 'lit '* '* '* *. * ** * '* *'* * 'lit *. * * ** *. '* .... *•• '* *•• '* 

Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-0230 
www.westerndisastercenter.org 
davies@westerndisastercenter.org 
Tel: 650-776-5839 

-----Original Message-----
From : Bob Dollar [mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 3:57 PM 
To: oppen@usgs.gov 
Cc: John R Evans ; Rich Davies; Dollar Bob; Dollar Bob 
Subject: Re: sonic boom 

David, John, Rich, 

Kate tried to do something like this with the 2000 bollide over the 
eastern Sierra 
with only very limited success. However, our recent signals look 
better. She has 
picked the very clear arrivals . I will attempt to work these up this 
evening. If I 
get any pretty pictures, I'll pass them along. 

mailto:oppen@usgs.gov
mailto:mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:davies@westerndisastercenter.org
http:www.westerndisastercenter.org
mailto:davies@westerndisastercenter.org
mailto:dollar@usgs.gov
mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov
mailto:oppen@usgs.gov
mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:davies@westerndisastercenter.org


My current hypothesis is that we had two planes which broke left and 
right as 
they approached the Chino Hills from the south. 

We get very good signals when the shuttle lands at Edwards. 

Lastly, I thought I was done with this event about midnight Tuesday 
night. Its 
just a sonic after all. No idea would still be talking about it two 
days later. 

bob 



From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com> 
sonic paper 

Date: March 6, 2009 12:37:23 PM PST 
To: Bob Dollar 

----------.-- --------- - - ---------_..-.__..__._---_.

The reference for the paper in question is 

A. 1 Space shuttle and meteoroid -- tracking supersonic objects in the atmosphere with seismographs, 
Seismol. Res. Lett., 66, 6-12. 

Unfortunately, SRL is not electronic & I have not layed my hands on my own copy I'll let you know if I find it. 

Kate 

mailto:katehutton@gmail.com


From: 	 Bob Dollar <doliar@gps.caltech.edu> 
Re: sonic paper 

Date: March 6, 2009 1 :27:20 PM PST 
To: Kale Hutton <katehutton@gmail.com> 
Co: Dollar Bob <dollar@gps.caltech.edu> 

Thanks. 

beb 

mailto:dollar@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:katehutton@gmail.com
mailto:doliar@gps.caltech.edu


From: Kate Hutton <katehutton@gmaii.com> 
Subject: Fwd: [California's Earthquake Forum] Sciencedude Opens X-File On Mystery Shaking In O.C. 

Date: March 8, 2009 8:47:33 AM PST 
To: Bob Dollar <doliar@gps.caltech .edu> 

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Kim Noyes <'kjmnoyes@gmail com> 
Date: Mar 5, 2009 4:03 PM 
Subject: [California's Earthquake Forum] Sciencedude Opens X-File On Mystery Shaking In O.C. 
To: California Disasters <californjadjsasters@yahoogroups,com>, California's Earthquake Forum 
<caljforniasearthguakeforym@yahooaroups,com>, Hoaxes and Myths <hoaxesandmyths@yahoogroups.com.au> 

RECENT ACTIVITY 

Sciencedude opens X-File on mystery shaking in O.C. Vjsjt yoyr Group 

March 5th, 2009, 1 :28 pm . posted by Gary Robbins, science writer-editor 
Give Back 

Where are Mulder and Scully when you need them? 
Yahoo! for Good 

Orange County experienced an "X-Files" sort of moment at about 9:15 p.m. 
Tuesday, when thousands of doors and windOWS across the county rattled and Get inspired 
vibrated, but the rest of people's homes remained stili. Scores of readers, 
especially in South County, also reported hearing a loud noise that sounded like by a good cause. 
a sonic boom. A brief, second round of rattling happened moments later. 

YI Toolbar 
The incident startled and frightened many people, who said they thought an 

Get it Free! intruder was trying to break into their homes, or that an earthquake had 
happened and they didn't know the details. 

easy 1-click access 
My Sciencedude column received more than 500 comments from readers, some 

to your groups. of who attributed the rattling to a passing asteroid, flights by secret military 
aircraft and bombing exercises at Camp Pendleton. We still don't know exactly Yahoo! Groups what caused the event. But it was probably a sonic boom from a passing 
military jet, experts say. Start a group 

Here are answers to questions raised by readers: in 3 easy steps . 

ASTEROID: 2009 0045, a 65-foot-wide asteroid, passed unusually close to Connect with others. 
Earth this week. But "the asteroid made its closest approach at 5:45 a.m. 
Monday, when it was 41,000 miles away," says Don Yeoman, an asteroid 
expert at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. "The asteroid didn't come close to our 
atmosphere, and you would have needed air to hear sound." 

PENDLETON BOMBING: Camp Pendleton, immediately south of San 
Clemente, had publicly announced that it might set off high explosives Tuesday 
in an isolated spot in the eastern area of the base, behind foothills. It's not 
uncommon for military operations to produce sounds and vibrations heard in 
south Orange County. But the explosions aren't strong enough to cause 
vibrations as far away as Seal Beach (which happened) unless unusual 
atmospheric conditions exist. The National Weather Service says the weather 
was normal Tuesday night. 

Second Lt. Riley Whaley, a spokesman for the base, offered a convoluted 
explanation for Tuesday's activities, saying: "While a particular event between 
the times you specific (9 p.m. to 9:45 p.m.) is not known to have taken place. it 

6/  



is possible that explosives were being used during that time." 

SONIC BOOM: In Southern California, the Marines fly Hornet jets and 
the Navy flies Hornets and Super Hornets. These aircraft can fly fast enough to 
produce a sonic boom heard over a wide area. Neither the Navy or nor the 
Marines have publicly announced whether their aircraft were flying in or near 

County on night. But a jet might be the here, 
to Bob Dollar, a U.S. Geological Survey seismologist who looked into matters 
when we asked if an the rattling and vibrations. 

Dollar said, "This morning (Wednesday) Kate Hutton Caltech) reviewed 
Ynnnr",,....,c from the event last night in Orange County. The energy travelled 

across our seismic sensor network at the velocity of a wave in 
air rather than the velocity of a similar wave through the ground, which is much 
faster. There was no S phase 

"Additionally, the felt descriptions (doors & windows rattled but no building 
shaking) is consistent with a compressional wave such as a sonic (boom) but 
with no shear wave which one would in an earthquake." 

Dollar said the vibrations were more consistent with the sonic boom 
by a 

SECRET MILITARY PLANES: In the past, the military and private contractors 
have flown and highly advanced aircraft over Southern California 
that have produced sonic booms. The aircraft include lockheed Skunk Works 
SR-71 Blackbirds. But that plane went out of service in the late 1990s. Boeing 
Phantom Works also has worked on advanced aircraft in Southern California. 
But the are secret, so details about such flights wouldn't be 
known. 

SPACE SHUTTLE: On Nov. 29, shuttle Endeavour landed at Edwards Air 
Force Base. It produced a sonic boom that was widely heard across Southern 
California. The boom rattled some windows. But no shuttles were in flight 
Tuesday. is scheduled to lift off next week. 

WIND GUSTS: Several readers said they thought the of winds and 
doors was caused by a gust of wind. The weather service says there were no 

countywide wind Tuesday night. 

SPACE ALIENS: Several readers also suggested, in cheek, that the 
rattling was caused by invading space aliens. "They are here to take over the 
earth," wrote a reader with the screen name twasanlien. With the Dow Jones 
below points, it's unlikely that aliens are interested in us at this 
moment. 

Source: 

Checkout~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Check out my at 
Check out my Myspace 

Messages in this topic ( ) B.M!!.x..(via web post} i Start a new topic 

Messages I ~ I ~ I Database I fI2llii 



Yahoo! Groups 



From: John R Evans <jrevans@usgs.gov> 
Re: sonic boom 

Date: March 9,200910:11 :04 AM PST 
To: 
Cc: '''Dollar Bob'" <dollar@usgs.gov> 

Hi All, 

this really is fun and Rich suggests useful. the Columbia's last shock might inform debris searches -- was it used lor 
that? 

So Rich, given we are all hosed here, do you suppose you could lind money to fund an MS student (or to work up such a 
system for the ANSS networks? Our needs are very tiny compared to aerospace so maybe some petty cash ... 

Cheers, 
John 

John R Evans 

Usually in Menlo Park: 
U.S. Geological 
345 Middlefield Rd, 
Menlo Park CA 94025-3591 
650-329-4753 

Intermittently in Albuquerque: 
Albuquerque Seismological Laboratory 
U.S. Geological Survey 
P.O. Box 82010 
Albuquerque NM 87198-2010 
505-846·1793 

On 05 Mar 2009, at 6:08 PM, Rich Davies wrote: 

1'm VERY interested in the bolide issue ... I've been invited to brief at 
both the 2004 and 2007 Planetary Defense Conferences ... I will not be 
attending the 2009 conference in Spain next month •.. tried in vain to 
organize a 100 yr event for Tunguska to raise public awareness (a lesson I 
learned from 1906/2006 EQ events that you folks 

There is a real need to better ,.."to,..,wi in that world 

I also one summer working at NASA Dryden at Edwards AFB on the YF-12A 
the fighter version of the SR-71 ... 

In the articles it seems that both the Orange county and Santa Cruz 
incidents were at about the "same time" ... simple timing comparisons could 

rough ... 400-500 miles in a few minutes is going 
pretty fast ... 

I was at my home office in ScoUs Valley and observed the event first hand 

mailto:dollar@usgs.gov
mailto:jrevans@usgs.gov


RichD 

••*........._••••••••••*••••••*.**-****  

Richard Davies 
Western Disaster Center 
NASA Research Park 
PO Box 230 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-0230 

-•••• Original Message--·_· 
From: Beb-Bollar [mailto;dollar@gps.caltech.edul 
Sent: Thursday, March 05, 2009 3:57 PM 
To: oppen@usgs.gov 
Cc: John R Evans; Rich Davies; Dollar Bob; Dollar Bob 
Subject: Re: sonic boom 

David, John, Rich, 

Kate tried to do something like this with the 2000 bollide over the 
eastern Sierra 
with only very limited success. our recent signals look 
better. She has 
picked the very clear arrivals. I will attempt to work these up this 
evening. If I 
get any pretty I'll pass them 

My current hypothesis is that we had two planes which broke left and 
right as 
they approached the Chino Hills from the south. 

We very good when the shuttle lands at Edwards. 

lastly. I thought I was done with this event about midnight Tuesday 
night. Its 
just a sonic after all. No idea would still be talking about it two 

later. 

mailto:oppen@usgs.gov


From: grobbins@ocregister.com 
Subject: Question from Gary Robbins, DC Register 

Date: March 12, 2009 1:16:39 PM PST 
To: Boo-8oHar-<doltar@gps.caltech.edu> 

- ..----~-~~ 
Bob, 
There have been 11 small quakes in/near Orange County in 12 days. What are  
we make of this? Here's the story ....  
http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/12/oc-area-records-11 th-earthquake-in-12-days/21297/  

Thanks,  
Gary  

Gary Robbins, science writer  
The Orange County Register  
grobbins@ocregister.com  
W: 714-796-7970 
C: 714-642-5218 
Read the latest science news at the Sciencedude blog: 
ocregister.com/sciencedude 

mailto:grobbins@ocregister.com
http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/12/oc-area-records-11
mailto:grobbins@ocregister.com


From: grobbins@ocregister.com  
Subject: County Register needs help on 2 issues,  

Date: March 17, 2009 11 :09:17 AM PST 
To: k.ate@gps.caltech.edu, ftough@gps.caltech.edu, hudnut@usgs.gov 
Cc: 

Hello Drs. Hough, Dollar, Hudnut and Given. 
This is Robbins at the Orange County 

I couid use your insights on two issues. 

two weeks, there has been a growing series of small 
in the Chino Hills, not far from where the Yorba Linda trend 

produced the 5.4 quake last July. The uptick in seismic activity has a lot 
of nervous. Could you put this into perspective for me? is 
it background noise? Does it mean more? I'm trying to 
calm nerves, but explain what's you'll see a link 
to my latest story. 

9th small quake occurs on north border of OC 
http://sciencedude.freedombloggi ng. com/2009/03116I7th-small-quake-hits-northern-edge-of-oc/21877I 

2. Many of you are aware that, about 2 weeks ago, a very strange event 
occurred in Orange County. At 9:15 p.m. on a Tuesday night, windows and 
doors rattled and shook in every city in County. Oddly, the rest of 

homes didn't shake at all. We've tried to figure out what might 
have happened by talking to Pendleton and the US Navy (which 
flies F-18s that go supersonic). said they they weren't doing anything 
that would cause this 

Then, late yesterday, between 3:15 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. on March 16, we had a 
smaller recurrence of this event the and was felt 

In!\J'WlrIA There were no of 
such an event. 

I have been deluged by emalls from readers asking for an 
don't have one. Could you provide some insight? 

Previous stories: 

March 16th 
Mysterious shaking returns to O.C. 
http://sciencedude.freedomblogg i ng.com/2009/03/16/myste rious-window-shaking-retu rns-to-oc/21 8491 

March 5 

March 3 
Boom likely caused by military 
hltp:llsciencedude.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/03/small-quake-felt-across-orange-county/208531 

0391 

http://sciencedude.freedomblogg
http://sciencedude.freedombloggi
mailto:hudnut@usgs.gov
mailto:ftough@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:k.ate@gps.caltech.edu
mailto:grobbins@ocregister.com


Gary Robbins, science writer 
The Orange County Register 
grobbins@ocregister.com 
W: 714-796-7970 
C: 714-642-5218 

mailto:grobbins@ocregister.com


into for me? Is 

From: "Susan Hough" <hough@gps.caltech.edu> 
Subject: Re: Orange County needs help on 2 !'!~[U!r:;!t/!l issues, please 

Date: March 17,2009 11 :28:34 AM PST  
To: grobbins@ocregister.com  
Cc: kate@gps.callech.edu, dollar@gps.callech.edu,  hudnut@usgs.gov, 

Hi 
I sent a response to 1 last week -- no in the answer since 
then! Re: things that went bump on the night two weeks ago, all evidence 
points to a sonic boom. When I went to grad school I lived in UCSD 
student housing, a few miles from Miramar, which at the time was home 
to the "Top Gun" school. My husband and I learned quickly to tell the 
difference between and sonic booms: the latter caused windows and 
doors (esp. our sliding doors!) to rattle, but did not shake the 
structure as a whole. I.e., objects didn't swing, on the 
walls didn't rattle, etc. 

It isn't our as USGS scientists to comment or on what 
the military is My as a private citizen is that 

are not al information. 
Hope all is well down in DC land! 
Sue 

Hello Drs. Hutton, Dollar, Hudnut and Given.  
This is Gary Robbins at the Orange County Reaister.  

I could use your insights on two separate issues. 

1. Over the two there has been a growing series of small  
earthquakes in the Chino Hills, not far from where the Yorba Linda trend  
produced the 5.4 last July. The uptick in seismic activity has a lot  
of nervous. Could you put this  
it likely just background noise? Does it mean ~ntn/!llthir'n 


to  
calm nerves, but explain what's on. you'll see a  
link  
to my latest  

9th small quake occurs on north border of OC 
http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.comJ2009/03/16I7th-smalI-quake-hits-northern-edge-of-ocl218771 

2. Many of you are aware that, about 2 weeks ago, a very strange event  
occurred in County. At 9:15 p.m. on a Tuesday night, windows and  
doors rattled and shook in every city in Orange County. Oddly, the rest of  
nA,nnlA'<:l homes didn't shake at all. We've tried to out what might  
have b y talking to USGS, Pendleton and the US Navy  
flies F-18s that go supersonic). They said they weren't doing  
anything  
that would cause this phenomena.  

Then, late yesterday, between 3:15 p.m. and 4:15 p.m. on March 16, we had 
a 
smaller recurrence of this event. Again, the shaking and rattling was felt 

http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.comJ2009/03/16I7th-smalI-quake-hits-northern-edge-of-ocl218771
mailto:hudnut@usgs.gov
mailto:dollar@gps.callech.edu
mailto:kate@gps.callech.edu
mailto:grobbins@ocregister.com
mailto:hough@gps.caltech.edu


countywide. There were no earthquakes during that period of 

such an event. 

I have been by emails from readers for an eXI11al1aTiion 

don't have one. Could you provide some i .....,i;"'hl"} 

Previous stories: 

March 16th 
Mysterious shaking returns to a.c. 
http://sciencedude.freedomblogg i ng.com/2009/03116/mysterious-window-shaking-returns-to-ocl218491 

March 5 
Sciencedude opens X-File on mysterious shaking in a.c. 
http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/05/sciencedude-opens-x-file-on-mystery-shaking-in-oc/21 0391 

March 3 
Boom likely caused military jet 
http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/03/small-quake-felt-across-orange-county/208531 

W: 714-796-7970 
C: 714-642-5218 

http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/03/small-quake-felt-across-orange-county/208531
http://sciencedude.freedomblogging.com/2009/03/05/sciencedude-opens-x-file-on-mystery-shaking-in-oc/21
http://sciencedude.freedomblogg



